
BEAUTIFUL SPACES AVAIL ABLE 
FOR PRIVATE HIRE



Award-winning, design-led 
accommodation and social 

spaces in locations across Europe 
and the USA.



“Generator’s boutique accommodation features 
private rooms, industrial-chic décor and more. 
Think walkability to the city’s hippest hot spots, 

and live events like beer tastings and DJs.”



“Inside, the décor is industrial modern – Ikea  
with attitude  – and the front-desk staff  
all look like they DJ or design jewellery  

in their spare time.”



“Generator, has reinvented what hospitality 
means, with their pioneering concept of 

‘affordable luxury’ and masters of the social 
experiences. With these offerings at hand,  

who needs a 5-star hotel?”



“Generator makes you feel like a guest at a  
long-running party. Envisioned as the next generation 

of hospitality, the brand celebrates unique design, 
engaging experiences, and locally-sourced food, 
while offering a range of room styles and prices.”



MADRID
Imagine a converted car park in the centre of Madrid, boasting an exclusive rooftop covered in design details. The perfect spot for 
all occasions, it has an open space restaurant, large lounge and an ultra-versatile rooftop with 2 zones that can be used individually 
or as one – look forward to feeling at home with Spanish interiors and epic views of the city.

129 ROOMS • BAR • CAFÉ • RESTAURANT • LOUNGE AREA • ROOFTOP TERRACE • 24 HR RECEPTION • FREE WIFI • JACUZZIS



ROOFTOP 1
Open from 
MON to FRI 5PM - 1AM
SAT - SUN 5PM - 2AM

• Speakers
• Music player

ROOFTOP 1+2
Open from 
MON to FRI 5PM - 1AM
SAT - SUN 5PM - 2AM

• Speakers
• Music player

Casual CasualStanding Standing Standing
80 SEATS 80 SEATS193 PAX 40 PAX 230 PAX

ROOFTOP 2
Open from 
MON to FRI 5PM - 1AM
SAT - SUN 5PM - 2AM

• Speakers
• Music player

366 m2 90 m2 456 m2



LOUNGE
Opening times available  
upon request

•  Music player 
•  Speakers
•  TV screen 
•  Projector and screen

RESTAURANT
Opening times available  
upon request

•  Music player 
•  2 TV screens
•  Projector and screen

StandingCasual
249 PAX90 SEATS

97 m2

138 m2

BoardroomCinema
20 SEATS35 SEATS

Standing
138 PAX

Casual

93 SEATS



CALLE GRAN VÍA

 

CONTACT
2, Calle de San Bernardo
28013 Madrid, Spain

T: +34 910 47 98 00
events.madrid@generatorhostels.com

NEED A PLACE TO CRASH  
AFTER THE EVENT?
If your party or conference leads into the late night hours  
we’ve got you covered. Speak with our team to discuss  
how we can make your night comfortable.



“Generator is stylishly designed and housed behind 
a large minimalist façade, like something straight out 
of an architecture magazine. The interior draws on 

concrete floor tiles, unpolished wood and pendulous 
birdcage chairs to achieve a sense of modernity and 
warmth. This is a stylish and well-thought-out place 
that travellers of all ages and tastes can appreciate.”



“This place feels far more like a high-end hotel 
with beautiful design touches, a ground floor 

chill-out lounge, and restaurant and bar  
with a Nordic twist.”



“Generator is good for young, hip travellers who 
want comfort and style on a budget, and to be at 

the heart of the social and cultural life of the places 
they visit. It’s a great place for making new friends 
and a fantastic base for exploring the city centre.”






